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WOIPFG’s Investigative Report on the Alleged Organ Harvesting of Living Falun Gong Practitioners at 

Xiangya Hospital of Central South University Hospital and Its Staff Members Suspected of Participation 

 

 

Investigation object: Liver transplantation at Xiangya Hospital of Central South University, Dr. Tang Huihuan 

Investigation time: March 12, 2016 (Tel: +86-13808470091) 

 

 

Summary 

 

Now the price is at least 500,000 or more, because the donor is getting expensive. 

 

Q: What I remember seems to be 2005 or 2006. After sending there, no more than a week, it was done for him. 

A: Yes, yes. 

 

Q: Is that so? 

A: Yes. This was catching opportunity, anyway, if there is a liver source, we always get it done soon 

 

Q: What is the reason for the lack of donors now? 

A: Let me tell you, now it is not like before. One is that we have no control over the source of liver, and the 

other is that the source of liver is tense. 

 

Q: In the earliest days, there were death-row inmates. Cannot we get judicial confessions now? 

A: Not now, cannot now, cannot now. 

 

 

Q: Ok 

A: It’s not allowed now, not allowed now, cannot now, cannot now. 

 

Q: Those from Falun Gong, they also fine, provide to you, but now, no more available? 

A: Didn’t say, now absolutely don’t have 

 

Q: No more? 

A: Now, it’s absolute not possible 

 

Q: Oh, not possible, find some Falun Gong? 

A: No, no, no, no, no! 

 

Phone Conversation 

 

Investigator: Hello, is that Dr. Tang Huihuan from Xiangya Hospital? I used call you before. 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  Who are you? 

 

Investigator:  A friend of mine 

Dr Tang Huihuan: Oh, oh, oh 
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Investigator:  I want to do liver transplant, my relative, I have a question want to ask you, what is the 

price, the cost? 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  Nowadays? 

 

Investigator:  Right 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  Now the price is above 500,000 yuan. Purchase now, it’s changed, it’s particularly difficult. 

 

Investigator: Is it, looks like it is creased quite a lot compare to previous years? 

Dr Tang Huihuan: Ah? 

 

Investigator: I say is the price increased, it seems compare to previous years it was not this expensive. 

Dr Tang Huihuan: Because the donor is more expensive. 

 

Investigator: The donor become expensive? 

Dr Tang Huihuan: Mainly because the donor, it’s about the donor, it’s very difficult. 

 

Investigator: Ok. 

Dr Tang Huihuan: You think about the brain death. 

 

Investigator: How come, I feel, how come the price is so high. You know we want to do liver transplant 

and my relative. 

Dr Tang Huihuan: I know, I know 

 

Investigator: I asked a few hospitals, it seems this, does your hospital guarantees the quality? But your 

hospital didn’t do much this year. So far just two cases this year? 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  Not much, Not much, yes, yes, yes. 

 

Investigator: Right? I remember in the early days, I remember it was in 2005 and 2006, a friend of mine 

came and didn’t wait for more than a few days, not more than a week then got it done? 

Dr Tang Huihuan: Yes, yes, yes. 

 

Investigator:  Is it? 

Investigator: I remember it’s in 2005 and 2006, after sending the patient it could be done in one week. 

Dr Tang Huihuan: Yes, yes. 

 

Investigator: Yes. 

Dr Tang Huihuan: Yes, that was an opportunity, anyways, if there’s the liver source we can do very quickly. 

 

Investigator:  Ah, so you say now we don’t have this type, so now cannot find this type? 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  Hey, wait a moment. 

 

Investigator: Sure. 

………… 

(Silence) 

 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  Please go ahead, go ahead. 
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Investigator:  Are you mid of work? 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  I’m in a meeting, in a meeting. 

 

Investigator:  So sorry, this is taking your time. What is the reason for less donors now. 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  Let me tell you, it’s not like before, now it’s about the liver source. This we cannot do 

anything. 

 

Investigator:  Ah? 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  This is not something we could control. Another is the tight supply, this we have no 

solution. 

 

Investigator: Oh, in the early days aren’t we have those death row prisoners, we cannot find the source 

through judicial system? 

Dr Tang Huihuan: Not now, cannot now, cannot now. 

 

Investigator: Really? 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  It’s not allowed now, not allowed now, cannot now, cannot now. 

 

Investigator: I remember in the past (Dr Tang Huihuan muttered) Ah? Because I remember in the past 

the hospitals, they provide those with death row prisoner, Falun Gong, they can provide 

these, but not doable now? 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  Didn’t say, now absolutely don’t have 

 

Investigator:  Not available ha? (Dr Tang Huihuan was not able to say “yes”), wa! 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  How to find death patient these days, it’s totally not possible. 

 

Investigator:  Oh, not doable? Just find those judicial donor, those Falun Gong. 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  No, no, no, no! 

 

Investigator:  Not available? Now cannot find any more? Not possible? 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  Yeah, yeah. 

 

Investigator:  Not possible to find? 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  Er, that’s right, right. 

 

Investigator:  Oh 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  Car accident, brain death, those with signatures. 

 

Investigator:  Oh 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  These we can but really hard. 

 

Investigator:  Oh, so did less, so did less, so cannot do this much. 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  Is it ok? Let’s finish here? May we? 

 

Investigator:  Ok, ok. 

Dr Tang Huihuan:  That have to wait in the queue. 
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Investigator:  Thank you Dr Tang, good bye. 

 

 

 

 

 


